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Abstract: Granular friction behaviors are crucial for understanding the ubiquitous packing and flow 

phenomena in nature and industrial production. In this study, a customized experimental apparatus that 

can simultaneously measure the time history of normal and tangential forces on the inside-shearing unit 

is employed to investigate the granular friction behaviors during a linear reciprocating sliding process. It 

is observed that the evolution behaviors of two normal forces distributed separately on the shearing unit 

can qualitatively reflect the effects of the force chain network. During the half-loop of the reciprocating 

sliding, the total normal force, which indicates the load-bearing capacity of the granular system, 

experiences the following typical stages: decreases abruptly and stabilizes momentarily, further decreases 

significantly to the minimum, gradually increases to the maximum, and then remains stable. These stages 

are associated closely with the relaxation, collapse, reconstruction, and stabilization of the force chain, 

respectively. Interestingly, the coefficient of friction (COF) can reach a stable value rapidly within the 

initial sliding stage and subsequently remain constant. The average COF within stable ranges decreases 

significantly with the external load G in the power-function form, G‒0.5. Meanwhile, the COF increases 

slightly with the sliding velocity. Finally, a complete illustration of the dependences of the granular COF 

on the external load and sliding velocity is provided. Our study contributes to granular friction research 

by providing an innovative experimental approach for directly measuring the COF and implicitly 

correlating the evolution of the force chain network.  
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1  Introduction 

Granular friction is vital to the ubiquitous packing 

and flow phenomena in nature and industrial 

production, such as geographical faults [1, 2], 

powder mixing and densification [3], and granular 

flow lubrication [4, 5]. The coefficient of friction 

(COF) is expressed as the tangential friction force 

divided by the total normal force and is typically 

used to describe the shear strength of a granular 

system [6‒9]. Currently, granular friction research 

is associated with two experimental schemes, as 

follows: (1) the surface-sliding scheme, where the 

shearing unit is sliding against the surface of the 

granular system [10‒15]; (2) the inside-sliding scheme, 

where the shearing unit is sliding inside the granular 

system [16‒18].  

Hitherto, the surface-sliding scheme has been 

employed extensively in granular friction studies 

owing to its simplicity. In addition, because the normal 

force applied to the shear surface is typically fixed 

in this scheme, the COF can be directly measured. 

For example, Nasuno et al. [10] measured the 

instantaneous friction force of granular matter 
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under a low external load and discovered a functional 

relationship between the instantaneous friction 

force and instantaneous velocity. Géminard et al. 

[12] investigated the effect of the mixing ratio of 

dispersive particles on the friction force and COF 

in the stick-slip regime and demonstrated that the 

functional relationship between the COF and mixing 

ratio depended on the size ratio and shape of the 

two components. Siavoshi et al. [14] investigated 

the effect of granular layer thickness and shear 

surface roughness on the COF and discovered that 

the COF was related to the degree of particle 

restraint. Fall et al. [19] investigated the effect of 

liquid content on granular COF and reported that 

the COF was directly related to the shear modulus 

of the system. Azéma et al. [20] introduced a 

nanoindenter-based approach to investigate the 

effect of surface roughness on the sliding friction 

of micron-sized glass beads. These experiments 

indicated that the friction behavior of granular 

matter was affected by micro-scale (single particle) 

factors [21‒23]. 

Moreover, the surface-sliding scheme has been 

adopted in studies that correlated granular rheology 

and granular friction. Based on numerous simulations 

and experiments, Jop et al. [8], and MiDi [13] 

discovered that, for rigid particles, the dependence 

of the friction coefficient on the rheological 

properties of granular matter can be determined 

by introducing a dimensionless inertial number 

   / /I d P , where   is the shear rate, d the 

mean particle diameter, P the normal stress, and 

 the particle density. Based on the range of the 

inertial number I, the shear state of granular 

matter can be categorized into the following three 

regimes: quasi-static regime  4( 10 ),I inertial 

regime   4 1(10 10 ),I  and collisional regime 
 1( )10I [24]. In the inertial regime, granular 

matter flows like a liquid, and the particles 

experience enduring contact. Similarly, Iordanoff 

et al. [25] and Da Cruz et al. [26] also proposed 

that the effective COF could be described as a 

function of the inertial number .I Hatano [27] 

proposed a power friction law, in which the COF 

increased with the power of the inertial number 

such that   
  

c
I a I , where 

c
 denotes the 

friction coefficient for   0 , and a  is a constant. 

Additionally, Peyneau [18] discovered the exponent 

  1 in numerous experiments using glass beads 

and sand as granular matter. Therefore, the 

effective COF was dependent on the rheological 

properties of granular matter. 

Compared with the fixed normal load in the 

surface-sliding scheme, the normal force acting on 

the inside-sliding shearing unit is typically dynamic, 

owing to the evolution of the force chain network 

[28]. For granular matter, a force chain is a linear 

or quasilinear cluster of at least three contacting 

particles, where the compressive stress is concentrated 

[29, 30]. Force chains can be regarded as stress 

transmission paths within the system that affect 

the load capacity significantly [31]. Subsequently, 

numerous force chains with different strengths 

randomly intersect with each other, constituting a 

force network that resides non-uniformly inside 

the granular assembly. The strength and topology 

of the force chains are sensitive to the applied load. 

Shearing motion can cause the continuous collapse 

and reconstruction of the force chain, resulting in 

dynamic changes in the force transmission paths 

and load capacity [32‒35]. The inside-sliding scheme 

can be beneficial for revealing the effect of the force 

chain network on granular friction. However, the 

unknown dynamic normal force in the inside- 

sliding scheme is difficult to measure, as is the 

COF. For example, Horváth et al. [16] measured 

only the static friction force when a glass rod was 

extracted from granular matter; however, they did 

not obtain the COF.  

In this study, a customized experimental apparatus 

that overcomes the shortcomings of the current 

inside-sliding scheme was employed to investigate 

the friction characteristics of granular matter. Generally, 

forces between particles in a framework of granular 

matter include normal contact, and shear contact, 

capillary, cohesive, and van der Waals forces [33]. 

For our dry sliding process using millimeter-scale 

particles, only normal and shear contact forces 

were relevant [13, 36]. The experimental apparatus 

can simultaneously measure the normal load and 

tangential friction forces acting on the shearing 

unit, thereby providing the time history of the 
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dynamic COF during the entire reciprocating sliding 

process. The measured results can qualitatively reflect 

the evolution of the force chains at the mesoscopic 

scale. The effects of the external load and sliding 

velocity on granular friction behaviors are discussed 

herein. 

2  Experiment and method 

2.1  Details of experimental apparatus 

In this study, granular friction experiments were 

performed using a customized linearly reciprocating 

friction apparatus. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the 

apparatus is primarily composed of a shearing box, 

a reciprocating sliding unit (sandwich structure), a 

linear motion stage, vertical position platforms, 

and other supporting parts. The shearing box (80 mm 

× 100 mm × 100 mm in length, width, and height, 

respectively) was constructed using 5 mm-thick 

acrylic plates and used to contain the particles. In 

general, macroscopic experiments on granular matter  

primarily involve the use of millimeter-scale 

particles (ranging from 1 110 to 10 mm ). Moreover, 

as confirmed in a few previous studies [37‒39], the 

granular friction behavior is almost independent 

of the particle size in the stable slip regime. In 

practice, the number of particles should be sufficiently 

large in a specified container, and the particles 

should not slip out of the container from the side 

holes. Regarding these factors, approximately 

 46 10  SiO2 balls with a diameter ranging from 2.0 

to 2.5 mm and a total mass of 1 kg were used as 

granular particles to fill the shearing box.  

Two thin-film load sensors (sensors A and B) 

were sandwiched between the upper and lower 

splints, forming a core sandwich structure measuring 

200 mm × 20 mm × 4 mm. The upper and lower 

splints were made of 304 stainless steel with a 

thickness of 1.5 mm. During the experiment, the 

sandwich structure was placed inside the shearing 

box through the holes on both sides and then 

driven by a servo motor to generate the reciprocating 

sliding motion against the particles. Two vertical 

 

 
 

Fig. 1  (a) Schematic diagram of the granular friction apparatus.  indicates the forward sliding and  indicates the reverse 

sliding. (b) Illustration of the forces acting on the sandwich structure. (c) Displacement of the sandwich structure versus 

displacement of the floating pin during the reciprocating sliding process. 
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position platforms with load cells were placed on 

both sides of the shearing box to adjust the gap 

between the sandwich structure and the two holes 

in the shearing box. The linear motion stage uses a 

floating pin to drive the sandwich structure to 

achieve sliding. In this regard, using floating pin 

satisfies the following requirements: (1) The upper 

and lower splints of the sandwich structure maintain 

synchronized horizontal sliding to avoid relative 

movement with the sensor. (2) The upper and lower 

splints are not subjected to any additional normal 

force from the fixture. (3) The experimental apparatus 

can be assembled and the position of the sandwich 

structure can be adjusted conveniently. The motion 

control and data acquisition of the device were 

realized using LabVIEW, and the data sampling 

frequency was 1,000 Hz. 

2.2  Experiment operation and motion of sandwich 

structure 

The procedures conducted during the experiment 

were as follows: adjusting the apparatus, filling 

particles, applying a dead weight, performing a 

reciprocating sliding motion, and recording data. 

First, the sandwich structure was placed horizontally 

along the centerline of the holes on the walls by 

adjusting the vertical position platforms. Subsequently, 

the particles were filled layer by layer into the 

shearing box to ensure stable contact between the 

sandwich structure and particles. Moreover, the 

top surface of the particle system should remain at 

a horizontal level. After the filling, a dead weight 

with almost the same size as the top surface of the 

shearing box was placed onto the top surface of 

the particle system to apply an external load 

uniformly. The external load increased from 1 to 25 

N at an interval of G = 2.4 N. The actual external 

load G acting on the sandwich structure accounted 

for approximately 1/5 of that of the shearing box, 

as well as approximately 1/5 of the external load G. 

The sliding velocity of the sandwich structure 

varied from 0.5 to 10 mm/s under an external 

normal load (from 1 to 25 N), resulting in an 

inertial number in the range of   4 210 10I ; hence, 

we controlled the shear state in the inertial regime. 

After loading, the floating pin pushed or pulled 

the sandwich structure to initiate the reciprocating 

sliding motion, as shown in Fig. 1(b). A gap of 1.0 

mm was intentionally created between the floating 

pin and sandwich structure to investigate the 

behavior of the granular system during the short 

static period. Therefore, the maximum sliding 

distances of the floating pin and sandwich structure 

were 10 and 9 mm, respectively, indicating that the 

motion of the sandwich structure were lagging 

behind the floating pin. Owing to this gap, the 

reciprocating motion of the sandwich structure 

exhibited the following four stages: stationary ①, 

forward sliding ②, stationary ③, and reverse sliding 

④, as indicated by the corresponding motion curves 

in Fig. 1(c). 

2.3  Measurement of forces and granular COF 

Six sensors were deployed around the sandwich 

structure, including two thin-film force sensors 

(produced by TeKscan, USA) with a measurement 

range of 0–5 N and an accuracy of 0.02 N, three 

capacitive cantilever beam force sensors (produced 

by HBM, Germany) with a measurement range of 

0–20 N and an accuracy of 0.005 N, and one linear 

variable differential transformer (LVDT) displacement 

sensor (produced by RDP Group, UK) with a 

measurement range of 0–25 mm and an accuracy 

of 0.025 mm. Thin-film force sensors A and B 

measured the normal loads on the sandwich structure. 

The center distance between the two sensors was 

set to d = 30 mm. The time histories of the positions 

of the two thin-film force sensors during the 

reciprocating sliding process were obtained using 

the displacement sensor. The friction force on the 

sandwich structure was measured using a cantilever 

beam force sensor mounted at the left upper end 

of the reciprocating unit. Cantilever beam force 

sensors C and D were fixed at the upper ends of 

the two vertical displacement platforms to measure 

the supporting normal force 
h

F  (  
h c d

F F F ) on 

the sandwich structure when contact occurred. 

The forces acting on the sandwich structure are 

shown in Fig. 1(b). First, the force balance conditions 

on the upper splint are expressed as follows: 

 
 

s a b
F F F       (1)  
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f s
F F                  (2) 

where 
s

F  is the normal load from the particles; 

a
F  and 

b
F  are the supporting forces from sensors 

A and B, respectively; 
f

F  is the friction force on 

the surface of the upper splint;    is the COF 

between the upper splint and particles. 

For the lower splint, the following conditions 

are satisfied: 

 
        

S a b c d
F F F F F     (3) 

 
  

f S
F F             (4) 

where 
S

F is the normal load from the particles; 
f

F  

is the friction force on the lower splint;    is the 

COF between the lower splint and particles; 
a

F  

and 
b
 F are the reaction forces of

a
F  and

b
,F  

respectively; 
c

F  and
d

  F are the supporting forces 

from the vertical displacement platforms. 

In this experiment, because the position of the 

sandwich structure was adjusted to avoid contact 

with the vertical displacement platform, the 

measured 
c

F  and 
d

F  were stable and approximately 

zero; therefore,  
c d

0.F F The measured total 

friction force 
f

F  is the sum of 
f

F  and 
f

F , 

namely,        
f f f s S

.F F F F F We assume that 

the granular COF is the same for the top and 

bottom surfaces, i.e.,     , and 
s s

F F  

when the gravity of the sandwich structure is 

disregarded. Under these conditions, the relation 


f s

2F F  was obtained. Therefore, the COF 

between the sandwich structure and particles can 

be calculated as 

 
 

  


f f

n a b
2

F F

F F F
             (5) 

2.4  Accuracy test of friction apparatus under 

solid block sliding 

Prior to the granular friction experiment, “solid 

block sliding” tests, which will be frequently referred 

to hereinafter, were conducted to verify the accuracy 

and sensitivity of the measurement forces, where 

the sandwich structure exhibited reciprocating sliding 

against two solid acrylic blocks, as illustrated in 

the subplot of Fig. 2(c). In this case, three weights 

were used, i.e., 1.77, 2.67, and 3.57 N. As shown in 

Fig. 2(a), during the reciprocating sliding,
a

F and 

b
F changed periodically and smoothly. Additionally, 

the measured values of
a

F and
b

F depended on the 

positions of the corresponding sensors. As shown 

in Fig. 2(b), the values of
s

F were consistent (error 

less than 5%) with the applied weights. In addition, 

based on the system’s moment balance, the following 

relationship was obtained: 

 

 


 
 
 

a

b

2

2

F d k x

F d k x
         (6) 

where x is the time history of displacement of the 

sandwich structure. 

It was discovered that the experimental measurement 

results of 
a b

/F F  were stable and highly coherent 

with the calculated values using Eq. (6) (error less 

than 5%), as shown in Fig. 2(c). Therefore, these 

measurements under solid block sliding demonstrated 

the high accuracy and reliable sensitivity of the 

experimental apparatus. In addition, these results 

can serve as comparison references for the following 

granular friction.  

3  Results and discussions 

3.1  Feasibility demonstration of inside-sliding 

granular friction measurement  

In this section, we present the measurement results 

of the normal forces, friction force, and COF during 

the reciprocating sliding process for a granular 

system. Based on G = 20.2 N and v = 2 mm/s as an 

example, the experimental time history plots are 

shown in Fig. 3. Excluding inevitable fluctuations, 

the measured forces changed periodically during 

the continuous reciprocating process. However, 

the evolution patterns of the measured normal 

forces differed completely with those shown in Fig. 

2 because of the discrete nature of the granular 

system. In detail, in contrast to the linear variation 

pattern shown in Fig. 2(a), for the granular system, 

normal forces 
a

F  and 
b

F  alternated between strong 

and weak in a complicated nonlinear manner, as 

shown in Fig. 3(a). More importantly, the total 

normal force 
s

F  shown in Fig. 3(b) did not remain 

constant but changed regularly. Specifically, 
s

F  

varied periodically and dynamically between its  
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Fig. 2  Accuracy and sensitivity test results: (a) the time history of change curves of aF  and bF ; (b) comparison between the 

experimentally measured normal force sF and the actual external loading G; and (c) a b/F F  as a function of the floating pin 

displacement compared with the calculated values, where the subset figure is the structure diagram under solid filling condition. 

 

maximum and minimum values. In this case, its 

maximum and minimum values were estimated to 

be 5.0 and 1.0 N, respectively. The total normal force 

acting on the shearing unit reflects the load-bearing 

capacity of the granular system. To some extent, 

the variation in 
s

F  can be explained by the 

reciprocating shearing motion of the sandwich 

structure, which induces dynamic movements in 

the particles and changes the force transmission 

paths, thereby resulting in a variation in the load 

capacity of the granular system. Furthermore, based 

on the motion timeline, the four motion stages of 

the sandwich structure are shown in Fig. 3(e). It 

was discovered that the measured normal forces 

changed abruptly with the motion state of the 

shearing surface; this will be thoroughly discussed  
 

 
 

Fig. 3  The experimental time history plots under the conditions of G = 20.2 N and v = 2 mm/s, (a) (d) are the normal forces ‒
aF , bF , sF , the friction force fF , and COF in 10 cycles respectively, and (e) is the close observations of the two cycles in the 

blue box, where the four motion stages of the sandwich structure can be observed. 
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and explained in the following section. 

As shown in Fig. 3(c), the measured friction 

force
f

F varied periodically and smoothly. The change 

in the sliding direction is indicated by the signs of 

the friction force 
f

F . Except for the signs, the 

varying patterns of the friction force 
f

F  curves 

were almost identical between forward and reverse 

sliding. As observed, the friction force 
f
 F increased 

almost monotonically when the shearing unit was 

moving, and it decreased to zero rapidly at the 

instant the shearing unit stopped. Based on these 

measured forces, the granular COF was calculated 

using Eq. (5) and presented in Fig. 3(d). Despite the 

dynamic changes in the normal and tangential 

forces, the COF was relatively stable during sliding, 

indicating that the COF is an inherent property of 

the granular system. Therefore, it is noteworthy 

that the customized friction apparatus not only 

successfully measured the time history of the granular 

COF using the inside-sliding scheme, but also 

clearly reflected the dynamic load-bearing capacity of 

the granular system under shearing motion. 

3.2  Effect of shearing motion on evolution 

behaviors of measured normal forces 

To explain the effect of the motion state of the 

shearing surface on the evolution behaviors of the 

measured normal forces, they should be correlated. 

As previously mentioned, the total normal force 

acting on the shearing unit is directly determined 

by the load-bearing capacity of the granular 

system, which is typically characterized by force 

chain. Therefore, the force chain can be used for 

the correlation. Moreover, according to a previous 

study [40], during a reciprocating sliding process 

with an abrupt change in the moving direction, the 

force chain experiences the following four stages: 

relaxation, collapse, reconstruction, and stability. 

Hence, to more clearly identify the motion stages 

of the shearing unit, the force–time curves were 

converted into force–displacement plots. Furthermore, 

the displacement of the floating pin was used 

instead of that of the sandwich structure such that  

the granular system’s response at the moment the 

sandwich structure became stationary can be 

reflected. It is noteworthy that, as indicated by Eq. 

(6) and Fig. 2(a), even for the solid block sliding, 

the measured forces 
a

F  and 
b

F  were dependent 

on the position of the sandwich structure as a 

result of the system’s force and moment balance. 

In terms of sliding inside the granular matter, the 

dependence of 
a

F  and 
b

F  on position will be 

much more complex because of the dynamic 

evolution of the force chain network. Additionally, 

their sum 
s

F  will no longer remain constant, 

which differs from the case of solid block sliding.  

In the following paragraphs, we will fully explain 

the experimental force measurement results based 

on the three sequential stages marked in Fig. 4(a), 

i.e., the first stationary stage (positions 
1

P  to 
2

P ), 

the initial forward sliding (position 
2

P  to 
3

P ), 

and the subsequent sliding (position 
3

P  to 
4

P ). In 

addition, to understand the underlying reasons for 

the changes in the measured forces more effectively, 

images illustrating the topology and strength of 

the force chain (Fig. 4(f)) during the reciprocating 

sliding process are depicted at the aforementioned 

four positions. It is noteworthy that these force 

chain images were reasonably inferred based on 

the experimental results and the conclusions in Ref. 

[40], albeit only for the qualitative explanation 

provided herein. More simulations pertaining to 

the force chain for our case will be conducted in 

the future. 

As shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(d), in the first stationary 

stage (displacement range of 0–1 mm), the 

sandwich structure completes the reverse sliding 

motion and enters the static state. During this stage, 

the system does not bear the external shearing 

motion, which weakens the constraint between 

particles, and the strong force chains (position 
1

P  

in Fig. 4(f)) relaxes to a weak one (position 
2

P in 

Fig. 4(f)). Because of the relaxation of the force 

chains, the load bearing capacity of the granular 

system is significantly weakened; therefore, normal 

forces 
a

F , 
b

F ,  and 
s

F  decrease significantly. 

Because 
a

F  decreases more quickly than 
b

F , the 

ratio 
a b

/F F  is reduced significantly. Meanwhile, 

the friction force 
f

F  reduces to zero abruptly, 

similar to the COF. Furthermore, a significant 

difference in 
a b

/F F  was observed between the 

granular friction and solid block friction, as shown 

in Fig. 4(d). For the solid block sliding, 
a b

/F F   
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Fig. 4  The evolution behaviors of sF (a), aF and bF  (b), fF  (c), a b/F F  (d), and COF (e) with regards to the floating pin 

displacement. (f) Images for illustrating the topology and strength of the force chain at four special positions ( 1  P to 4P  in (a)). 

 

remained constant at approximately 0.50; however, 

the value was much greater for the granular 

system. This is probably caused by the fact that 

immediately after the reverse sliding, the force 

chains primarily reside on or tilt to the left side (as 

illustrated by position 
1

P  in Fig. 4(f)); consequently, 

the load-bearing capacity on the left side becomes 

stronger, resulting in a greater 
a b

/F F . After the 

relaxation, all the measured forces remained steady, 

indicating that the system was stable for a short 

time. 

During forward sliding, two remarkable stages 

can be distinguished based on the evolution trends 

of the force curves. In detail, in the initial sliding 

stage (displacement range of 1–1.5 mm), the 

granular system began to sustain a shear force in 

the direction opposite to the previous reverse 

sliding. At this moment, because the force chains 

were weakened severely (as illustrated by position 

3
P  in Fig. 4(f)) after the first stationary stage, the 

system’s ability to resist the opposite shearing 

motion was extremely weak, thereby resulting in 

an instantaneous collapse of the force chains. 

Therefore, all normal forces were abruptly reduced 

to a minimum. Similarly, 
a

F  decreased more 

quickly than 
b

F , and 
a

F  became lower than 
b

F  

at a certain moment. Consequently, the 
a b

/F F  for 

the granular system decreased significantly and 

became less than that of the solid block sliding. 

These observations indicate that the effect of the 

collapse of the force chain was more evident on 

the left side. During the initial sliding stage, the 

friction force 
f

F  increased gradually. Meanwhile, 

the COF increased quickly and almost reached the 

stable value of the system at the end. 

In the following sliding (displacement range of 

1.5–10 mm), the force chains were dynamically 

reorganized and stabilized gradually because of 

the constraints of both the load and spatial 

boundary conditions. By comparing the evolution 
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behaviors of these normal forces between the granular 

system and solid block sliding, significant differences 

were observed, and the underlying effect induced 

by the force chain was identified. Specifically, for 

solid block sliding, the normal force 
s

F  remained 

constant. By contrast, for the granular system, 
s

F  

increased gradually before reaching stability 

owing to the reconstruction stabilization of the 

force chains [24]. The friction force 
f

F  varied in a 

pattern similar to that of 
s
.F  Moreover, for the 

solid block sliding, 
b

F  continuously decreased 

during forward sliding. However, for the granular 

system, 
b

F  increased gradually initially, stabilized 

in the middle range, and decreased slightly 

decreased at the end. In addition, during this stage, 

b
F  was larger than 

a
.F  Correspondingly, the ratio 

a b
/F F  for the granular system increased gradually, 

but its rate of increase was less than that of the 

solid block sliding. Based on these observations, it 

can be conjectured that during this forward sliding 

stage, the force chain primarily regenerated on or 

inclined to the right side (as illustrated by position 

4
P  in Fig. 4(f)), thereby resulting in the peculiar 

behavior of 
b
.F   

After the forward sliding, the granular system 

entered the second stationary stage and then 

underwent reverse sliding. The measured results 

were similar to those of forward sliding, and the 

principles and explanations above can be applied. 

At the end of the reverse sliding, the force chain 

primarily resided on or tilted to the left side; as 

such, 
a

F  was greater than 
b

F  at the exact beginning 

moment of the first stationary stage. 

In summary, the evolution behaviors of the 

measured normal forces and friction forces were 

presented herein within a reciprocating loop. 

Comprehensive discussions were provided to 

correlate the evolution behaviors of the normal 

forces and the evolution of the force chain network 

within the granular system. The spatial distribution 

and dynamic change of the force chains were 

implicitly reflected by the peculiar evolution 

behaviors of 
a

F  and 
b
.F  During the half-loop period 

of reciprocating sliding, the normal force 
s

F  

underwent four typical stages: an abrupt decrease 

followed by a momentary stabilization, a further 

significant decrease to the minimum, a gradual 

increase to the maximum, and finally stabilization. 

These stages were associated closely to the relaxation, 

collapse, reconstruction, and stabilization of the 

force chain, respectively. Correspondingly, the COF 

decreased significantly to zero during the stationary 

stage, increased to a stable value during the initial 

sliding, and then remained almost constant during 

the following sliding stage.  

3.3  Effect of external load on granular friction  

In granular friction, the external load and sliding 

velocity are two key factors affecting the COF [8, 

15, 41]. Based on sliding velocity v = 2 mm/s as an 

example, the effects of the external load were 

investigated. During the experiment, the sliding 

velocity was fixed, whereas the external loads 

were linearly increased from 1 to 25 N during the 

trials. The measured normal force, friction force, 

and COF are shown in Fig. 5(a). It was evident that 

the maximum amplitudes of the measured normal 

and friction forces increased with the external 

loads. However, the amplitude of the COF 

decreased gradually, which directly reflected the 

dependence of the COF on the external load.  

Because the discrete nature of granular matter 

caused inevitable fluctuations in the measurement 

results, the average values of the measured results 

within 20 cycles were plotted against the sliding 

displacement of the floating pin, as shown in Figs. 

5(b)–5(d). It was discovered that all the measured 

results under different loads exhibited similar 

patterns. However, when the external load was 

small (e.g., G = 1 N), the friction force was much 

larger than the normal force. As the external load 

increased, the friction force gradually approached 

the normal force and finally became less than that 

when the external load was large. Correspondingly, 

the stable COF decreased significantly with the 

external load, from much greater than 1.0 at a 

small load to less than 1.0 at a large load, as shown 

in Fig. 5(d). 

In the motion range of 1.5–10 mm during forward 

sliding and 8.5–0 mm during reverse sliding, the 

COF fluctuated slightly. Therefore, the average 

COF values in these ranges were defined as the 

stable COF,  . Furthermore, to quantitatively 
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Fig. 5  Effect of the external load on the granular friction behaviors under sliding velocity v = 2 mm/s. (a) Time history plots of 

the measurement results. (b), (c), and (d) are the average values of sF , fF , and COF in 20 cycles versus the floating pin 

displacement respectively. (e) The evolution curve of the stable COF   as a function of the external load. 

 

investigate the dependence of the COF on the 

external load, the stable COF values were plotted 

against the external load, as shown in Fig. 5(e). It 

was discovered that the stable COF decreased 

significantly with the external load in a power- 

function form, i.e.,   b
aG ( 1.875a ,  0.488)b  

with good confidence.  

Similarly, the dependence of the COF on the 

external load was further investigated for all the 

sliding velocities tested. As shown in Fig. 6(a), for 

different sliding velocities (from 0.5 to 10 mm/s), 

all the stable COFs against the external load were 

well fitted using the power function,   .b
aG  

Subsequently, the fitting parameters were analyzed 

to reveal more in-depth information. First, parameter 

,a  which is similar to the maximum measured 

COF at a certain sliding velocity, indicated an 

overall increasing trend with the sliding velocity, 

as shown in Fig. 6(b). More importantly, the fitting 

coefficient ,b which is the decaying extent, 

fluctuated slightly around ‒0.5 for all the cases, as 

shown in Fig. 6(c). This result indicates that the 
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Fig. 6  (a) Plots of the stable COF versus the external load at all tested sliding velocities. (b) and (c) Trend of the fitting 

parameters  a  and b as a function of the sliding velocity respectively. 

 

granular COF is intrinsically affected by the 

external load. Our experimental findings are 

consistent with those of previous studies. For 

example, in Refs. [8, 25, 26], the granular COF was 

reported to be associated closely with the inertial 

number I, as follows: 

 

      


    
c c

/

d
I a I a

P
     (7) 

where 
c

  denotes the critical value at zero shear 

rate,  a  a constant,   the sliding rate, P the 

normal stress, d the particle diameter, and ρ the 

particle density. This equation indicates that the 

COF is dependent of the normal stress P in the 

mathematical form of 0.5
P , as confirmed in our 

experimental findings. 

3.4  Effect of sliding velocity on granular friction 

Similarly, under a fixed external load, the sliding 

velocity was increased from 0.5 to 10 mm/s to 

analyze the effect of sliding velocity on granular 

friction. Based on the external load G = 20.2 N as 

an example, the time history plots of the measured 

results were constructed, as presented in Fig. 7(a). 

As shown, the normal and friction forces fluctuated 

slightly, and the COF did not change significantly 

with the sliding velocity. Hence, compared with 

the external load, the effect of the sliding velocity 

on the measurement results was slight.  

Subsequently, the averaged measurement results 

for 20 cycles were plotted against the sliding 

displacement of the floating pin. As shown in Figs. 

7(b)–7(d), the curves under different sliding 

velocities exhibited similar patterns. However, as 

shown in Fig. 7(d), a greater sliding velocity 

necessitated a greater displacement for the COF to 

attain a stable value. Finally, the dependence of the 

stable COF on the sliding velocity is presented in 

Fig. 7(e). As shown, the stable COF increased 

slightly with the sliding velocity from the overall 

trend, and this can be fitted using the linear 

equation   kv c  (  0.0226k ,  0.3746c ). 
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Fig. 7  Effect of sliding velocity on the granular friction behaviors under external load G= 20.2 N. (a) Time history plots of the 

measured normal force sF , friction force fF , and COF. (b), (c), and (d) are the average values of sF , fF , and COF in 20 

cycles versus the floating pin displacement respectively. (e) The change of the stable COF   as a function of the sliding 

velocity. 

 

Furthermore, the dependence of the average 

COF on the sliding velocity was investigated for 

all the tested external loads, as shown in Fig. 8. As 

shown in these plots, although the average COF 

fluctuated with the sliding velocity, an overall 

increasing trend was observed. Based on Eq. (7), 

the average COF increases linearly with the shear 

rate. Typically, the shear rate within a granular 

system is proportional to the sliding velocity of the 

shearing unit. Therefore, the stable COF should 

increase with the sliding velocity in our experiments. 

Additionally, the curves in Fig. 8(a) were fitted 

using the linear equation    .kv c As the 

external load increased, both the fitting slope k 

and constant c decreased with the external load in 

a power-function form, as shown in Figs. 8(b)–8(c). 

The decrease in slope k indicates that the degree of 

dynamic change induced by the shearing motion 

weakened gradually. Meanwhile, the decrease in 

the fitting constant c, which represents the COF at 
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an extremely small sliding velocity, indicates 

improved system stability. 

Finally, an overall illustration of the stable COF’s 

dependence on the external load and sliding 

velocity was provided, as shown by the results of 

  and standard deviations of   in Figs. 9(a) 

and 9(b), respectively. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the 

experimental stable COF results were well fitted 

using a formula containing both the external load 

G  and  s l id ing  ve loc i ty  v ,  in  the  form of 

    b
kv c G , where k = 0.089, c = 2.193, and b = 

‒0.556. It was confirmed that the granular COF 

decreased with the external load in a form similar 

to the power-function form of 0.5 .G  Furthermore, 

two side views of Fig. 9(a) were presented in Figs. 

9(c) and 9(d) to show the dependences of the COF 

more clearly. As shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(c), 

under small external loads, the COFs were large 

(primarily greater than 1.0), and they fluctuated 

significantly, as indicated by the considerable 

standard deviations. As the external load increased, 

  decreased significantly, and the standard 

deviations decreased as well. By contrast, as shown 

in Fig. 9(d), because the range of the sliding 

velocity was relatively narrow, the COF only increased 

slightly with the sliding velocity. Additionally, by 

comparing the fitting confidence values in Figs. 

6(a) and 8(a), it was discovered that the power-law 

dependence of the COF on the external load was 

significant, whereas the linear dependence of the 

COF on the sliding velocity was relatively weak. 

Because the range of the sliding velocity was 

relatively narrow compared with that reported in 

previous studies [15, 27, 41], the COF only increased 

slightly with the sliding velocity. Therefore, in this 

study, the COFs were much more sensitive to the 

external load than to the sliding velocity. This 

highlights the advantage of the inside-sliding 

scheme in reflecting the effect of the external load 

on the granular friction behavior. Moreover, as 

shown in Fig. 9(d), in a case involving a low load 

and a high velocity, the inertial number was relatively  
 

 
 

Fig. 8  (a) The stable COF versus sliding velocity at all tested external loads. (b) and (c) Trend of the fitting slope k and the 

fitting constant c as a function of the external load respectively. 
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Fig. 9  Dependences of the stable COF   on external load and sliding velocity. (a) The experimental results of   which are 

marked using solid circles, and the fitting formula is plotted using color contour. (b) The standard deviations of   determined 

from experiments. (c) and (d) are the side views of (a) to better show the dependences of   on external load and sliding 

velocity respectively. 

 

large, resulting in a high and unstable COF. However, 

in a case involving a high load and a low velocity, 

the inertial number was relatively small, resulting 

in a small and stable COF. These experimental 

findings were highly coherent with granular friction 

theories reported in Refs. [13, 26]. 

4  Conclusions 

The granular friction behavior during a linearly 

reciprocating sliding process was experimentally 

investigated using a customized granular friction 

apparatus. During the half-loop of the reciprocating 

sliding, the normal force acting on the shearing 

unit underwent four typical stages: decreased 

abruptly and stabilized momentarily, further 

decreased significantly to the minimum, gradually 

increased to the maximum, and then remained 

unchanged. These stages were associated closely 

with the relaxation, collapse, reconstruction, and 

stabilization of the force chain network, respectively. 

Correspondingly, the COF decreased to zero 

during the stationary stage, increased to a stable 

value during the initial sliding, and then remained 

almost constant during the following sliding.  

Furthermore, the effects of the external load and 

sliding velocity on the granular friction behaviors 

were analyzed. It was discovered that the average 

COF during the stable sliding range decreased 

significantly with the external load G in the 

power-function form of 0.5 .G  Additionally, the 

COF under a small load was extremely large and 

unstable. Meanwhile, the COF increased slightly 

with the sliding velocity. Therefore, the COF was 

more sensitive to the external load than to the 

sliding velocity. Finally, a complete illustration of 

the COF’s dependence on the external load and 

sliding velocity was provided. 
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This study provides an innovative experimental 

approach for directly measuring the granular COF 

and implicitly reflecting the evolution of the force 

chain network, thereby potentially benefitting 

granular friction research. In future studies, the 

sliding velocity range will be expanded and the 

microscopic dynamic change of particles quantified 

numerically to further investigate the bearing and 

friction characteristics of granular matter. 
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